
Table 3. Syntax to paste in the corresponding namespace:page of the wiki. Note that a .txt version of 
this table is provided for practical use.   

namespace:page Syntax 
animals:animals ==== Alive Animals ==== 

---- struct table ---- 
schema  : animals 
cols    : %title%, Strain, Subgroups, DOB, Death 
sort    : Subgroups 
sort    : Number 
filter   : Death = 
rownumbers: 1 
summarize : 0 
csv: 0 
---- 
---- 
==== Available Animals ==== 
---- struct table ---- 
schema  : animals 
cols     : %title%, Strain, Group, Subgroups, DOB 
filter   : Death = 
filter   : Subgroups =* ^$ 
rownumbers: 1 
csv: 0 
---- 
---- 
=== Filter Tables Above by these tags ==== 
---- struct cloud ---- 
schema: animals 
field: Strain 
---- 
---- struct cloud ---- 
schema: animals 
field: Subgroups 
---- 
---- 
==== Dead Animals ==== 
---- struct table ---- 
schema  : animals 
cols    : %title%, Strain, Subgroups, DOB, Death 
sort    : Subgroups 
sort    : Name 
filter  : Death !=  
rownumbers: 1 
summarize : 0 
csv: 0 
---- 
---- 
====All Animals==== 
List of [[animals:create#All animals|ALL Animals]]. 

Animals:create ==== ALL Animals and Create a new Animal Page ==== 
[[animals:animals|Animals]] 
---- 
=== Create a new ANIMAL Page === 
You must create a new page here for new animals. To select the next available **Animal number** go to the table 
below and look up the next number in the **Number** column (the new number will be the last number + 1). Type 
the new animal's name with strain code (vg1234) in the field and press **Add Page**.((You can **ONLY** create 
Animal pages here. Use **lower case** only for the animal name.))  
 
{{NEWPAGE>animals}} 
\\ 
**Important:**  Inside the newly created page for the animal you will __immediately__ add the animal name in the 
first line "==== vg1234 ====" ((change **Animal template** to **vg1234**)). Fill the fields at the bottom and click 
**SAVE** (at the bottom).  \\ 
---- 



 
=== ALL Animals=== 
The table should already be sorted in reverse order by the **Number** column. The next available animal number 
is the number in the 1st row **+ 1**((The total number of rows should equal the number in the 1st row of the 
Number column)).  
---- struct table ---- 
 
schema: animals 
 
cols: Number, %title%, Source, Mom, Dad, Sex, Strain, Subgroups, IACUC, DOB, Arrival, Death 
sort: ^Number 
rownumbers:1 
csv:  0 
---- 
 
=== Filter Tables Above by these tags ==== 
---- struct cloud ---- 
schema: animals 
field: Strain 
---- 
---- struct cloud ---- 
schema: animals 
field: Subgroups 
---- 
---- struct cloud ---- 
schema: animals 
field: Sex 
---- 

Animals:c_template ==== Animal NAME ====  
==== Sessions ==== 
---- struct serial---- 
schema: sessions 
sort: Date 
csv: 1 
---- 
---- 
==== Surgeries ==== 
Add the DEA controlled drugs you used [[dea:dea|here]].   
---- struct serial ---- 
schema: surgeries 
sort: Date 
csv: 0 
---- 
---- 
==== Post-Surgery Recovery ==== 
Add below each time you applied post-surgical drugs and/or checked the animal.  
---- struct serial ---- 
schema: surgrecovery 
sort: Date 
csv: 0 
---- 
---- 
==== Histology ==== 
Add below each tissue you conserved from this animal at death, including the fixative and the post-fixative. 
---- struct serial ---- 
schema: histology 
csv: 0 
---- 
---- 
==== Results ==== 
Add your notes below this line. 

Breeders:breeders ====Breeder Cages==== 
These are the existing Breeder cages. Breeders are created [[Breeders#Create a New Breeder Cage|below]]. The 
Breeder cage allows you to keep track of the efficacy of your breeders.   
---- struct table ---- 
schema: Breeders 



cols: %title%, * 
sort: %title% 
rownumbers:1 
csv:  0 
---- 
---- 
==== Create a new Breeder Cage ==== 
Breeder cages are listed [[Breeders:Breeders|here]]. To create a new [[Breeders:Breeders|Breeder Cage]] you must 
lookup the next available number in the list above. If the last number in the list above is 33 (left most column), then 
the next Breeder Cage page name will be Breeder34 (use lower case only). Type Breeder34 in the field below and 
press **Add Page**. When the new page appears, change Title to your preferred name for this Breeder Cage. Also, 
fill the other fields and press Save. \\ 
 
{{NEWPAGE>Breeders}} 
\\ 
---- 

Breeders:c_template ==== Breeding Cage NAME ==== 
[[breeders:breeders|Breeder Cage]] | [[animals:animals|Animals]] 
==== Mice born in this Breeder Cage ==== 
Add an entry each time pups are born in this [[breeders:breeders|Breeder cage]]. 
---- struct serial ---- 
schema: born 
sort: ^Date 
csv:0 
---- 
---- 
==== Mice born from the Mom in this breeder cage ====  
This is only a list (weaned mice are added [[animals:create|here]]).  
---- struct table ---- 
schema: animals 
cols: %%title%%, * 
sort: number 
filter: mom = $STRUCT.breeders.Mom$ 
filter: mom != 
csv:0 
---- 

Chemicals:chemicals ====Chemicals ==== 
==== Create a New chemical==== 
Make sure the chemical does NOT already exist by checking the [[chemicals:chemicals#list of chemicals|Chemicals 
list]]. For the page name use lower case text and integers without spaces (e.g. sodiumchloride1). Add this in the field 
below and press **Add Page**. Inside the newly created page for the chemical, change Title with the full chemical 
name in the first line including spaces. E.g.  "==== Sodium Chloride ====".  Then fill the other fields and press 
**SAVE** (at the bottom).  
{{NEWPAGE>chemicals}} 
---- 
====List of lab chemicals==== 
To record an order for a chemical go to its page (or create a new page for that chemical first if it does not exist).  
 
---- struct table ---- 
schema: chemicals 
col: %title%, description, vendor, catnumber, website 
sort: %title% 
csv:0 
---- 

Chemicals:c_template ==== Chemical NAME ==== 
[[chemicals:chemicals|Chemicals]] | [[materials:materials|Materials]] | [[vendors:vendors|Vendors]] | 
[[solutions:solutions|Solutions]] 
==== List of orders for this Chemical==== 
Add an entry each time you order this [[chemicals:chemicals|chemical]]. 
---- struct serial ---- 
schema: orders 
sort: ^Date 
csv:0 
---- 

Computers:computers ==== Computers ==== 
---- struct table ---- 



schema: computers 
 
cols: %title%,*  
sort: %title% 
filter: Ended =* ^$ 
rownumbers:1 
csv:  0 
---- 
---- 
==== Create a new Computer ==== 
Existing Computers are listed [[computers:computers|here]]. To create a new [[computers:computers|Computer]] 
you must lookup the next available number in the list above. If the last number in the list above is 33 (left most 
column), then the next computer page name will be comp34 (use lower case only). Type comp34 in the field below 
and press Add Page. When the new page appears, change Title to the computer’s real name. Also, add a description 
in the Description field and press Save.  
 
{{NEWPAGE>computers}} 
---- 
[[setups:setups|Setups]] | [[computers:computers|Computers]] | [[drives:drives|Drives]] 
 

Computers:c_template ==== Computer NAME ==== 
[[setups:setups|Setups]] | [[computers:computers|Computers]] | [[drives:drives|Drives]] 
---- 
==== Drives associated with this computer ==== 
---- struct table ---- 
schema  : drives 
cols    : %%title%%, * 
filter  : Computer = $ID$ 
sort    : Filled 
csv: 0 
---- 
---- 
==== Details about this Computer ==== 
Place images and descriptions of errors and issues below with a date heading. 

Dea:dea ==== Controlled Drug bottles ==== 
To add drug usage for a bottle, go to its page by clicking on the bottle in the table below. There you can also check 
the amount left in that bottle and who used the drug. If the bottle does not exist, create it [[dea:dea#Create a DEA 
Controlled bottle|here]]. 
---- struct table ---- 
schema: dea 
cols: %title%, * 
sort: %title% 
rownumbers: 1 
CSV:0 
---- 
---- 
==== Create a DEA Controlled Drug bottle ==== 
Institutional Controlled Drugs policies are found [[https://website/file.pdf|here]]. When drugs arrive in the lab, a 
page for each bottle must be created. To create a new bottle you must lookup the next available number in the list 
above. If the last number in the list above is 33 (left most column), then the next bottle page name will be bottle34 
(use lower case only). Type bottle34 in the field below and press **Add Page**. When the new page appears, 
change Title to your preferred name for this bottle. Also, fill the other fields and press Save. \\ 
{{NEWPAGE>dea}} 
\\ 
 
 

Dea:c_template ==== Bottle NAME ====  
Make sure to label the bottle with the given bottle NAME. Add the consumption for this bottle and sign for it below. 
---- 
---- struct serial---- 
schema: deause 
sort: Date 
csv: 1 
---- 
---- 
=== The consumption for this bottle is shown below: === 



---- struct table ---- 
schema: deause  
cols: %%title%%, * 
filter: %%title%%= $ID$ 
rownumbers: 1 
summarize : 1 
csv: 0 
---- 

Drives:drives ==== Drives ==== 
---- struct table ---- 
schema: drives 
 
cols: %title%,*  
sort: %title% 
filter: Ended =* ^$ 
rownumbers:1 
csv:  0 
---- 
---- 
==== Create a new Drive ==== 
Existing Drives are listed [[drives:drives|here]]. To create a new [[drives:drives|Drive]] you must lookup the next 
available number in the list above. If the last number in the list above is 33 (left most column), then the next drive 
page name will be drive34 (use lower case only). Type drive34 in the field below and press Add Page. When the new 
page appears, change Title to the drives real name. Also, add a description in the Description field and press Save.  
 
{{NEWPAGE>drives}} 
---- 
[[setups:setups|Setups]] | [[computers:computers|Computers]] | [[drives:drives|Drives]] 

Drives:c_template ==== Drive NAME ==== 
[[setups:setups|Setups]] | [[computers:computers|Computers]] | [[drives:drives|Drives]] 
---- 
==== Content ==== 
Include details or images of drive content below. 

Equipment:equipment ====Equipment ==== 
 
==== Create a new Equipment==== 
Make sure the equipment does NOT already exist by checking the [[equipment:equipment#list of 
equipment|Equipment list]]. For the page name use lower case text and integers without spaces (e.g. laser1). Add 
this in the field below and press Add Page. Inside the newly created page for the equipment, change Title with the 
full equipment name in the first line including spaces. E.g.  "==== Laser 450 ====".  Then fill the other fields and 
press **SAVE** (at the bottom).  
{{NEWPAGE>equipment}} 
---- 
====List of lab Equipment==== 
To note an order for an equipment go to its page (or create a new page for that equipment if it does not exist).  
 
---- struct table ---- 
schema: equipment 
col: %title%, description, vendor, catnumber, website 
sort: %title% 
csv:0 
---- 

Equipment:c_template ==== Equipment NAME ==== 
 
[[equipment:equipment|Equipment]] 
 
==== Details ==== 

Iacuc:iacuc ==== Current IACUC protocols ==== 
 
---- struct table ---- 
schema: iacuc 
cols: %title%,*  
filter: Expires > $TODAY$ 
csv:0 
 



---- 
---- 
==== Expired IACUC protocols==== 
 
---- struct table ---- 
schema: iacuc 
 
cols: %title%, Title, Expires, Order, Breed, Protocol, Amendments, Biosafety 
filter: Expires < $TODAY$ 
csv:  0 
---- 
---- 
==== Create a new IACUC protocol ==== 
Existing Protocols are listed [[iacuc:iacuc|here]]. To create a new IACUC protocol place that unique number in the 
field below and press **Add Page**. When the new page appears, change Title to the protocol number. Also, fill the 
other fields and press Save.  
 
{{NEWPAGE>iacuc}} 
---- 

Iacuc:c_template ==== IACUC Protocol NUMBER ==== 
[[animals:animals|Animals]] | [[breeders:breeders|Breeding Cages]] | [[iacuc:iacuc|IACUC protocols]] | 
[[dea:dea|DEA drugs]] 
---- 
==== Details about this Protocol ==== 
 
---- 
===The total number of Animals assigned to this protocol:=== 
---- struct table ---- 
schema: animals 
 
cols: %%title%%, * 
sort: %%title%% 
filter: IACUC = $ID$ 
rownumbers:1 
csv:  0 
---- 
---- 
===The Animals Bred on this protocol are:=== 
---- struct table ---- 
schema: animals 
 
cols: %%title%%, * 
sort: %%title%% 
filter: IACUC = $ID$ 
filter: Mom !=  
rownumbers:1 
csv:  0 
---- 
---- 
===The Animals ordered on this protocol are:=== 
---- struct table ---- 
schema: animals 
 
cols: %%title%%, * 
sort: %%title%% 
filter: IACUC = $ID$ 
filter: Source !=  
rownumbers:1 
csv:  0 
---- 
 

Labmembers:labmembers ===== Santiago's Notebook ===== 
 

Materials:materials ====Materials ==== 
==== Create a New material==== 



Make sure the material does NOT already exist by checking the [[materials:materials#list of materials|Materials 
list]]. For the page name use lower case text and integers without spaces (e.g. pipette1). Add this in the field below 
and press Add Page. Inside the newly created page for the material, change Title with the full material name in the 
first line including spaces. E.g.  "==== 1 ml Pipette Tips ====".  Then fill the other fields and press **SAVE** (at the 
bottom).  
{{NEWPAGE>materials}} 
---- 
====List of our materials==== 
To note an order for a material go to its page (or create a new page for that material if it does not exist).  
 
---- struct table ---- 
schema: materials 
col: %title%, description, vendor, catnumber, website 
sort: %title% 
csv:0 
---- 

Materials:c_template ==== Material NAME ==== 
[[chemicals:chemicals|Chemicals]] | [[materials:materials|Materials]] | [[vendors:vendors|Vendors]] | 
[[solutions:solutions|Solutions]] 
==== List of orders for this Material==== 
Add an entry each time you order this [[materials:materials|Material]. 
---- struct serial ---- 
schema: orders 
sort: ^Date 
csv:0 
---- 

Probes:probes ====Probes==== 
These are the existing Probes. Probes are combinations of [[materials:materials|Materials]]. Probes are defined 
[[Probes#Create a New Probe|below]]. After the Probe exists, you can define how it is made within the Probe's 
page.    
---- struct table ---- 
schema: Probes 
cols: %title%, Description 
sort: %title% 
rownumbers:1 
csv:  0 
---- 
---- 
==== Create a new Probe ==== 
Existing Probes are listed [[Probes:Probes|here]]. To create a new [[Probes:Probes|Probe]] you must lookup the 
next available number in the list above. If the last number in the list above is 33 ((left most column)), then the next 
Probe page name will be probe34 (use lower case only). Type probe34 in the field below and press **Add Page**. 
When the new page appears, change Title to your preferred name for this Probe. Also, add a description in the 
Description field and press Save. \\ 
 
{{NEWPAGE>Probes}} 
\\ 
---- 

Probes:c_template ==== Probe NAME ==== 
[[chemicals:chemicals|Chemicals]] | [[materials:materials|Materials]] | [[vendors:vendors|Vendors]] | 
[[solutions:solutions|Solutions]] | [[Probes:Probes|Probes]] 
==== Details about making this Probe==== 
 
---- 
==== If the probe is an Electrode define its pins====  
---- struct serial ---- 
schema: electrodes 
sort: pin 
csv:0 
---- 
---- 
==== Animal in which Probe was Implanted==== 
---- struct table ---- 
schema: surgeries 
cols: %%title%%,* 
filter: Implanted = $ID$ 



---- 
Procedures:procedures ====Procedures==== 

These are the existing Procedures. Procedures are methods applied to animals. Procedures are created 
[[procedures#Create a New PROCEDURE|below]]. After the procedure exists, animals are assigned in their pages or 
directly in a table.   
---- struct table ---- 
schema: procedures 
cols: %title%, Description 
sort: %title% 
rownumbers:1 
csv:  0 
---- 
---- 
==== Create a new Procedure ==== 
Existing Procedures are listed [[procedures:procedures|here]]. To create a new 
[[procedures:procedures|procedure]] you must lookup the next available number in the list above. If the last 
number in the list above is 33 ((left most column)), then the next procedure page name will be proc34 (use lower 
case only). Type proc34 in the field below and press **Add Page**. When the new page appears, change Title to 
your preferred name for this procedure. Also, add a description in the Description field and press Save. \\ 
 
{{NEWPAGE>procedures}} 
\\ 
---- 

Procedures:c_template ==== Procedure NAME ==== 
[[procedures:procedures|Procedures]] 
---- 
==== Details about how to do the procedure==== 
---- 
====The Sessions in which this Procedure was used are:==== 
---- struct table ---- 
schema: sessions 
cols: %%title%%, * 
sort: ^Date 
filter: Procedure = $ID$ 
rownumbers:1 
csv:  0 
---- 
---- 
====The Surgeries in which this Procedure was used are:==== 
---- struct table ---- 
schema: surgeries 
cols: %%title%%, * 
sort: ^Date 
filter: Procedure = $ID$ 
rownumbers:1 
csv:  0 
---- 

Setups:setups ==== Setups ==== 
---- struct table ---- 
schema: setups 
 
cols: %title%, *  
sort: %title% 
rownumbers:1 
csv:  0 
---- 
---- 
==== Create a new Setup ==== 
Existing Setups are listed [[setups:setups|here]]. To create a new [[setups:setups|Setup]] you must lookup the next 
available number in the list above. If the last number in the list above is 33 (left most column), then the next setup 
page name will be setup34 (use lower case only). Type setup34 in the field below and press Add Page. When the 
new page appears, change Title to the setups real name. Also, add a description in the Description field and press 
Save.  
 
{{NEWPAGE>setups}} 
---- 



[[setups:setups|Setups]] | [[computers:computers|Computers]] | [[drives:drives|Drives]] 
Setups:c_template ==== Setup NAME ==== 

[[setups:setups|Setups]] | [[computers:computers|Computers]] | [[drives:drives|Drives]] 
---- 
==== Computers in this setup ==== 
---- struct table ---- 
schema  : computers 
cols    : %%title%%, * 
filter  : Setup = $ID$ 
csv: 0 
---- 
---- 
==== Equipment in this setup ==== 
---- struct table ---- 
schema  : equipment 
cols    : %%title%%, * 
filter  : Setup = $ID$ 
csv: 0 
---- 
---- 
==== Details about this setup ==== 

Solutions:solutions ====Solutions==== 
These are the existing Solutions. Solutions are combinations of [[chemicals:chemicals|Chemicals]]. Solutions are 
defined [[solutions#Create a New solution|below]]. After the solution exists, you can define how it is made within 
the solution's page.    
---- struct table ---- 
schema: solutions 
cols: %title%, Description 
sort: %title% 
rownumbers:1 
csv:  0 
---- 
---- 
==== Create a new Solution ==== 
Existing Solutions are listed [[solutions:solutions|here]]. To create a new [[solutions:solutions|solution]] you must 
lookup the next available number in the list above. If the last number in the list above is 33 ((left most column)), 
then the next solution page name will be sol34 (use lower case only). Type sol34 in the field below and press **Add 
Page**. When the new page appears, change Title to your preferred name for this solution. Also, add a description 
in the Description field and press Save. \\ 
 
{{NEWPAGE>solutions}} 
\\ 
---- 

Solutions:c_template ==== Solution NAME ==== 
[[chemicals:chemicals|Chemicals]] | [[materials:materials|Materials]] | [[vendors:vendors|Vendors]] | 
[[solutions:solutions|Solutions]] 
==== How to make this Solution==== 
Add an entry for each chemical in the solution in the order they are added. 
---- struct serial ---- 
schema: solutionmake 
sort: order 
csv:0 
---- 

Strains:strains ====Strains==== 
These are the existing Strains. Strains are created [[strains#Create a New STRAIN|below]]. After the strain exists, 
animals are assigned to a strain in their pages or directly in a table.   
---- struct table ---- 
schema: strains 
cols: %title%, * 
sort: %title% 
rownumbers:1 
csv:  0 
---- 
---- 
==== Create a new Strain ==== 



Existing Strains are listed [[strains:strains|here]]. To create a new [[strains:strains|strain]] you must lookup the next 
available number in the list above. If the last number in the list above is 33 (left most column), then the next strain 
page name will be strain34 (use lower case only). Type strain34 in the field below and press **Add Page**. When 
the new page appears, change Title to your preferred name for this strain. Also, fill the other fields and press Save. 
\\ 
 
{{NEWPAGE>strains}} 
\\ 
---- 

Strains:c_template ==== Strain NAME ==== 
[[strains:strains|Strains]] | [[animals:animals|Animals]] 
---- 
====ALL animals of this strain:==== 
---- struct table ---- 
schema: animals 
cols: %%title%%, * 
sort: ^DOB 
Filter: strain =$ID$ 
rownumbers:1 
csv:  0 
---- 
==== Filter Tables by these tags ==== 
---- struct cloud ---- 
schema: animals 
field: Mom 
---- 
---- struct cloud ---- 
schema: animals 
field: Dad 
---- 
---- struct cloud ---- 
schema: animals 
field: Subgroups 
---- 
---- struct cloud ---- 
schema: animals 
field: Sex 
---- 
---- 
====Comments:==== 

Subgroups:subgroups ====Subgroups==== 
These are the existing  Subgroups. Subgroups serve to combine multiple animals. Subgroups are created 
[[subgroups#Create a New SUBGROUP|below]]. After the subgroup exists, animals are assigned to a subgroup in 
their pages or directly in a table.   
---- struct table ---- 
schema: subgroups 
cols: %title%, Description 
sort: %title% 
rownumbers:1 
csv:  0 
---- 
---- 
==== Create a new Subgroup ==== 
Existing Subgroups are listed [[subgroups:subgroups|here]]. To create a new [[subgroups:subgroups|subgroup]] you 
must lookup the next available number in the list above. If the last number in the list above is 33 (left most column), 
then the next subgroup page name will be subgroup34 (use lower case only). Type subgroup34 in the field below 
and press **Add Page**. When the new page appears, change Title to your preferred name for this subgroup. Also, 
add a description in the Description field and press Save. \\ 
 
{{NEWPAGE>subgroups}} 
\\ 
---- 

Subgroups:c_template ==== Subgroup NAME ==== 
[[subgroups:subgroups|Subgroups]] | [[animals:animals|Animals]] 
---- 
==== Details about this Subgroup ==== 



 
---- 
===The Animals in this subgroup are:=== 
---- struct table ---- 
schema: animals 
cols: %%title%%, * 
sort: starin 
sort: number 
filter: Subgroups = $ID$ 
rownumbers:1 
csv:  0 
---- 

Vendors:vendors ====Vendors ==== 
==== Create a new Vendor==== 
Make sure the vendor does NOT already exist by checking the [[vendors:vendors#list of vendors|Vendors list]]. For 
the page name use lower case text and integers without spaces (e.g. fischersci). Add this in the field below and press 
**Add Page**.  Then fill the other fields and press **SAVE** (at the bottom).  
{{NEWPAGE>vendors}} 
---- 
====List of lab Vendors==== 
---- struct table ---- 
schema: vendors 
col: %title%, * 
sort: %title% 
csv:0 
---- 

Vendors:c_template ==== Vendor NAME ==== 
[[chemicals:chemicals|Chemicals]] | [[materials:materials|Materials]] | [[vendors:vendors|Vendors]] 
---- 
==== Details about this Vendor ==== 
 
---- 
===The Chemicals purchased from this vendor are:=== 
---- struct table ---- 
schema: chemicals 
 
cols: %%title%%, * 
sort: %%title%% 
filter: Vendor = $ID$ 
rownumbers:1 
csv:  0 
---- 
---- 
===The Materials purchased from this vendor are:=== 
---- struct table ---- 
schema: materials 
cols: %%title%%, * 
sort: %%title%% 
filter: Vendor = $ID$ 
rownumbers:1 
csv:  0 
---- 
---- 
===The Equipment purchased from this vendor are:=== 
---- struct table ---- 
schema: equipment 
cols: %%title%%, * 
sort: %%title%% 
filter: Vendor = $ID$ 
rownumbers:1 
csv:  0 
---- 

start ===== Welcome to the CajalLab wiki===== 
Hello...if [[https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Santiago_Ramon_y_Cajal|Cajal]] ran a lab today, he would use a wiki to 
keep track of lab metadata.   
  * Take a few minutes to learn the wiki syntax [[wiki:syntax|here]].  



  * You can modify Pages by clicking **Edit this page** on the right side.  
  * Change the timezone in your wiki as shown [[https://www.dokuwiki.org/tips:timezone|here]] ((you simply need 
to edit a file in the CONF folder)). This wiki is set to ET.  
  * This start page is set in **Admin**, **Access Control List** to READ for ALL. Everyone can see it without logging 
in. 
  * The wiki Administrator username is **santiago** and the password is **NeuronDoctrine**((you would obviously 
never show this info on a real wiki ;-) )). Click **Log in** on the top right, add these details, and click **Remember 
Me** to act as the Administrator.  
  * Remember to Back-up your wiki on a daily basis using your preferred method.  
 
---- 
===== Lab Member Notebooks ===== 
These are individual lab member notebooks used for general notes. Learn the [[wiki:syntax|syntax]] and how to 
create [[https://www.dokuwiki.org/page|pages]] within your namespace.  
 
[[labmembers:1|Santiago]] | [[labmembers:2|Jake]] | [[labmembers:3|Jane]] 
 
 
---- 
===== Experimental Subjects===== 
 
[[animals:animals|Alive Animals]] | [[animals:create#All Animals|All Animals]] | [[animals:create|Create New 
Animals]] 
 
  Animals are created when they arrive from the vendor or when weaned after breeding.  
  Within Animal pages, there are sections for Sessions, Surgeries, Recovery, and Histology. 
    Sessions are non-surgical procedures done to live animals.  
    Surgeries are surgical procedures. 
    Recovery are surgical procedure recovery logs.  
    Histology is the treatment of fixed tissues obtained at death.   
 
[[strains:strains|Strains]] | [[breeders:breeders|Breeding Cages]]  
 
  Breeding cages allow you to keep track of breeding.  
 
[[subgroups:subgroups|Subgroups]] 
 
  A subgroup is a grouping of animals that defines an experiment.  
  If an Animal has a Subgroup, it is in use, otherwise, it is available. 
 
 
---- 
===== Lab Procedures ===== 
 
[[procedures:procedures|Procedures]] | [[solutions:solutions|Solutions]] | [[probes:probes|Probes]] 
  Procedures are the Methods used to perform experiments. 
    Procedure pages include step-by-step details on how to perform the method. 
  Solutions are combinations of chemicals performed in the lab. 
    Chemicals are purchased from vendors.   
  Probes are combinations of materials used to build devices (e.g., Electrodes). 
    Materials are purchased from vendors. 
 
---- 
===== Lab Components and Ordering ===== 
[[vendors:vendors|Vendors]] | [[chemicals:chemicals|Chemicals]] | [[materials:materials|Materials]] 
  Vendors are stores or places from where items are purchased (or obtained).  
  Materials are purchased items that are not Chemicals, Equipment, or Animals. 
 
[[setups:setups|Setups]] | [[equipment:equipment|Equipment]] | [[computers:computers|Computers]] | 
[[drives:drives|Drives]] 
  Setups are combinations of Equipment and Computers. 
  Drives are attached to Computers to store data.  
    The dates, when you add and remove a Drive from a computer, track file locations. 
 
---- 
===== Compliance ===== 



 
[[iacuc:iacuc|IACUC protocols]] | [[dea:dea|DEA controlled drugs]] 
  IACUC protocols are approved lab protocols. 
  DEA controlled drugs are those drugs that need tracking.  

 


